EDUCATION: AN INTERNATIONAL APPROACH TO DISCUSSION
1. Introduction
1.1. When the task consists in drawing up a document as a starting point, as an instrument towards a discussion that ends up in a perspective of educational problems world-wide, there are evident difficulties due to an essential question: educational processes evolve throughout concrete social and historical contexts. From a historical point of view, educational institutions play an active role as constituent parts of modern nation-states. Moreover, their scope and development reflect participation levels and the kind of relationship between peoples and states. 
1.2. Historical dynamics of educational processes, above all in developed countries, can be seen from two complementary points of view. In the first place, the development of educational institutions - not only regarding their scope of coverage, but also considering the plurality of the contents - takes part in social and popular movements that struggle for the democratization of culture and the access to the different spaces of power and decision in society and public spheres as well. On the other hand, the development and consolidation of nation-states throughout history can not be analyzed without taking into account the role of educational systems, since they favor the integration, cohesion and articulation of peoples in connection with national identity and therefore with social and cultural projects. In short, we could say that the discussion on development and democratization of nation-states has always tried to analyze which direction educational processes head for. 
1.3. We think that at the present time this debate is held on a global scale because education can play different roles according to the direction it adopts within the ongoing globalization process: it can either favor the current trends of neoliberalism, which homogenize cultures; or try an alternative and opposite way, a transition towards a different world, characterized by humanity and solidarity. Nowadays the latter is expressed by the increasing convergence of civil movements all over the world. 
1.4. The fundamental role of education in the consolidation of nation-states was evident in developed countries, and also had a decisive importance in those countries that underwent socialist transformations. This historical experience had a strong influence on other countries of the world, especially as they obtained their national independence. It is very important to point out what happened in Latin America, where independence processes took place during the 19th century. The education there was deeply influenced by a conflict between two mainstreams: a colonialist and homogenizing current prevailing among dominant classes; cultural and democratic changes supported by the peoples along the continent. Until the '70s, public education had reached a huge development as public state education in many countries of the planet. It clearly appeared to be a key institution to build national identity, while social and democratic movements regarded it as fundamental to increase popular participation and democratize the culture. Whatever the social and cultural reality of each country, public education was one of the major subjects of discussion.
1.5. To talk about a world-wide perspective of education in the late '80s and in the '90s, we must previously analyze the processes and mechanisms that allow current globalization process to turn into a concrete - cultural, social and historical - context for education. Hence there are some unavoidable questions: How far does this new trend impact on educational processes, both on national and continental scales? And which role are they supposed to play at the end of this road? From another point of view, we also inquire: How can education play a key role in developing an alternative globalization, based on equality, solidarity, democratic and reciprocal acknowledgement of national and cultural diversities? The answers are part of a discussion that gains importance and can also become an ideal framework to discuss this proposal. 
1.6. As a process evolving in concrete fields, globalization has left its trace on education systems of many countries and nations during the '80s and the '90s. The consequences can be recognized through following aspects: cultural transformations arisen from the mercantilization of cultural goods, especially scientific and technical knowledge; actions and speeches setting off a new educational demand; exacerbation of values like utilitarianism, competitiveness and individualism; privatization policies regarding public education; and less responsibility of the states to ensure the right to education, rethinking their role as organizers and regulators of the education market. 
1.7. The globalization process finds a strong resistance among social and democratic movements and is severely questioned because of the increasing social and cultural inequality that arises within educational processes of public school. Due to the accelerated migration and the expansion of educational demand through all social fields, this phenomenon becomes more important everywhere in the world. The educational demand grows up rapidly in public institutions where scholars and students are exposed to meaningful differences as regards social, economic and cultural life. Not only do these contradictory movements make educational processes more complex, but they also show the shortsightedness of the people who use the company as a metaphoric model to analyze school activities. 
1.8. The education crisis triggered off by the implementation of neoliberal policies has led humankind to lose one of its major historical conquers: social right to education and unrestricted access to knowledge. Impoverished states appear to be unfit to offer free education for the whole population and encourage instead the alternative of commercialization. Social poverty, unemployment, exclusion, and absolute lack of guarantees to fulfill basic rights - education, knowledge - are not due to the impossibility of putting other policies into practice, but rather to a deliberate plan as part of privatization policies. They represent the consequence of concrete interests expressed by those who want to take possession of the whole knowledge, in order to patent it, master it, and then launch it to the market, thus reassuring themselves with huge revenues and getting at the same time an ideological control over the population - no matter if these steps affect collective interests and social right to education. Furthermore, the global retrocession of educational systems, the impoverishment and the widespread lack of access to knowledge must be analyzed as a categorical failure of neoliberal axioms, which purported to give concrete responses to social demands. It means the triumph of those who perversely decided to go over fundamental conquers of humankind, even though there is a growing loss of consensus.
1.9. In order to thoroughly understand the process of globalization we are going through, we think it is necessary to see the difference between it and their ideologies - like neoliberalism. The globalization is a phenomenon in constant evolution, it builds the central ideological axis of several mainstreams that express different approaches within the same process. To achieve a more comprehensive sight, we will describe some aspects of the globalization as problems affecting humankind in its entirety, which are vital for its subsistence and also have a strong impact on education. Instead of regarding globalization as a kind of imposed process, as if there were nothing to do but adapting ourselves to the ongoing development, globalization must be considered as something we have influence upon, so that our actions determine what direction it takes. 
1.10. Under current conditions, the first question to be analyzed on a world level is the economic problem, not only in relation with its organizational forms, but also regarding the effects on everyday life all over the planet. From the point of view of production, the globalization process has speeded up, thus causing difficult problems for the peoples of dependent countries. First of all, the increasing lack of national and international restrictions: due to the lack of currency and the burden of external debts, many countries allow an easy circulation of capital, no matter whether revenues are yielded by productive initiatives, speculation or even illegal activities held in their territorial, legal and political frameworks. In fact this is a problem, because the reinvestment does not flow into origin countries, neither is it used for the pursuit of a balance and sustainable development in the world. Today the circulation of money is ruled by world markets and their logic. There are also social and political elements involved, but thanks to a decisive convergence - high development of inner markets, science and technology, strength of cultural, political and military powers - developed countries outweigh any other influence. It arises then a productive system featured by huge inequalities regarding geographical distribution of earnings and employment. 
1.11. The second problem, mostly recognizable in the richest countries, consists in strong national restrictions for workers to move all around the world. This widens the gap between wages according to development levels in the different countries. A third element has to do with the deep asymmetries in tariff rates and regulations, which make the comparative situation of dependant countries even worse. As a consequence, it accentuates distribution inequalities among countries and inside each of them. Both the different wages and the unrestricted circulation of capital beyond national frontiers withdraw money from production sources, thus contributing to deepening the historical imbalance as regards economic, social, technological and cultural development, and allowing a few countries - United States, European countries, Japan - to lead the way far ahead from the others. Inside the countries there are also strong dualities between cities and rural areas, between different regions or even in the same region, according to the weaknesses of each production sector. 
1.12. Still from the economic point of view, the huge technological gap in favor of the richest countries contributes to deepening the gap as regards earnings, provided that there are no global policies to counteract this process. This technological development is related to several factors, such as: dynamics of inner markets; higher wages than in underdeveloped countries; and active policies implemented from public spheres. Developed countries put a special emphasis on high education policies, considering the axes of supply and demand, and something similar occurs with permanent education. Nevertheless the power of educational demand has triggered off an expanding education market with its own dynamics and the objective of fitting business needs. All this happens in a differential framework, whose "quality" seems to have a good reputation. 
1.13. Dependent countries undergo a radically different situation. It remains little space there for developmental policies on science, technology and subsequently on education: what prevails is the financial and economic weakness and structural cuts imposed by international finance organizations - basically the World Bank and the IMF - and the US Government. On top of that, they suffer the unconditional subordination of their own governments. Unfortunately scientists are obliged to migrate into major centers of development, thus widening even more the technological gap. At this point it seems absolutely necessary to generate an alternative globalization process so that, unlike neoliberalism, the attention can be focused on a world-wide policy for science and technology. All nations must agree on the general conditions, trying to contribute to a balanced and sustainable development. 
1.14. As a way towards fair, balanced and sustainable distribution, education must be part of this discussion. According to policy-makers IMF and World Bank, public spending - including education - appears to be bound for continuous cuts. This leads immediately to negative consequences: public spheres are exposed to budgetary reductions, wages fall, working conditions become debased, and the impoverished global system accentuates inequalities and polarization. 
1.15. From a financial perspective, but always within the framework of the same economic field, we can see how capital market evolves with strong transnational dynamics and the pursuit of short-term profit. Due to safer conditions and rapid benefits, this is much more attractive than long-term risk investments. Financial flows have been channeled from these highly transnationalized markets into dependent economies, in order to support their structural change. As the principles of neoliberal ideology state, this process is fundamental before opening the economies into the world market. Among the most terrible consequences we could mention: the giant external debt they are subject to; the ideological subordination to both the recipes prepared by international finance organizations - IMF, World Bank - and the political pressure implemented through military and economic US actions; and finally the policies fostering the reduction of state's role and budgetary cuts in health, education and social security, thus favoring the growth of a market devoted to these services. 
1.16. During the last years, governments have been obliged to face educational demand by cutting their education budgets, in such a way that they contributed to expanding education market, weakening public education and at the same time developing educational circuits with differential "quality". The increasing grade of impoverishment, which can be recognized through the lack of didactic material, infrastructure and human resources, gives evidence of the fact that public education has been weakened in most economically dependent countries. Wages keep on falling, the access to knowledge turns more complicated, and then it seems almost impossible to visualize the ongoing cultural transformations. 
1.17. Neoliberalism, the prevailing ideology throughout this globalization model, is associated with the strong transnationalization of financial markets. According to this ideology, globalization process means that the world can be regarded as one market. Due to the competitiveness it demands, institutions must change: efficacy and efficiency are given priority. To maximize the performance and so achieve this goal, all activities must join the logic of market mechanisms. Hence states encourage this process and start playing a different role, privatizing anything that can be organized as an enterprise, and imposing business and market mechanisms as the most important axis of regulation. The remaining areas, whose features and structures make impossible any attempt of direct privatization, depend anyway on these mechanisms.
1.18. Current neoliberal policies are rooted in these ideas, which aim at services privatization in the field of education, health and social security. If we judge the situation critically, it is essential to consider that what is at stake today is not the dimensions of the states, but rather the features of the societies we want to organize. In this context, we should underscore that neoliberal policies have not necessarily reduced the dimension of public spheres, although they have always changed the state's role. The implemented policies, based on the unique thought, yield as a result a society characterized by homogenization, compulsive consumption, mercantilization in all areas (even culture), and individualism. This comes to light more evidently in developed countries. 
1.19. There is another problem that must be analyzed on a planetary scale: orientation regarding production and distribution of scientific and technical knowledge. This process evolves under the influence of the so-called super-ideology of progress, which constitutes a useful framework for neoliberal policies and for a gradual transition from "bio-evolution" to "techno-evolution" as the first agent of cultural change. Any material or symbolic production belonging to the dominant culture has a close relationship with technological dimension. By this reason, scientific and technical knowledge is a key "supply" to move societies forward and therefore becomes a distinctive feature of them. What must be underlined is that production and distribution of knowledge are strongly influenced by economic needs (big capital) as well as by political and military needs (developed countries). Throughout this process the increasing use of patents plays a decisive role, since knowledge is subject to market laws and at the same time to the logic of the big capital.
1.20. As we have said, scientific and technological knowledge have an enormous influence on the production of material and cultural goods. Without regard to the peculiarities of each process, the power of this phenomenon affects to a great extent those institutional and public mechanisms that are responsible for its production and distribution. That is why big-scale enterprises are so interested in this activity, and public policies of developed countries find the subject quite relevant. Although the scientific community referred to universality as well as moral and ideological neutrality, nowadays there is a serious debate on this issue, mainly because of the strategic role of knowledge regarding: the steady growth of arms industry; the endless devastation of our environment; and the continuous deepening of social inequality around the world, both from a planetary point of view and inside the borders of developed nations.
1.21. In relation with the impact of knowledge's role on education - or just knowledge society, as defined by one of the ideological approaches to globalization - it is necessary to point out that this is one of the most important factors for the expansion of educational demand the world is going through. The discursive ways used to channel this initiative are different from one another, at the present time they seem to be involved in the middle of a discussion on subjects like: role of public education; characteristics of school organization; and teaching work. As seen from a neoliberal conception, culture objects are part of the market, as well as the educational processes that make its appropriation possible. Since education allows individuals to acquire appropriate cultural segments, its sense would consist in enabling the necessary individual capitalization to operate in that market, i.e. the society. According to this, education is useful only for an individual capitalization. Therefore the quality of teaching depends on the relationship between its contents and the labor market: the more they contribute, the better. 
1.22. Education seems to be important only in terms of labor markets. What remains outside - ignored or, at least, highly underestimated - is the education project, in spite of the fact that it would be fundamental to build a cultural identity, rethink a humanist philosophy involving every single human being in the world, and lastly develop fair and sustainable productive structures on a planetary level. All these issues must become the axes of the alternative global proposal, since under certain conditions such as deep reforms and the participation of civil society, public education would be beyond any doubt the institution with the most appropriate background to accomplish the objectives. 

2. Education and Culture
2.1 The last years have been characterized by two phenomena that at the same time are non-converging and highly interrelated. On the one hand, the integration of many peripheral countries into a globalized economy under the hegemonic sign of neoliberalism and the unchanging speech of free market. On the other hand, the growing exclusion of uncountable social sectors due to neoliberal models: it arises in labor market and includes education, health and most social benefits, although in a wider sense it is a cultural exclusion.
2.2 At the beginning of a new millenium, this process of social disintegration must be taken into account to evaluate any form of cultural mobility. The latter can not be imagined outside the scene of social struggle, just as it is impossible to make any analysis without considering the inventiveness of the people involved, i.e. how popular sectors – excluded from the current economic model or affected by it – resist segregation and find ways of expression and integration with the rest of the society.
2.3 How to change this situation? As unavoidable consequence of neoliberalism, exclusion is to be fought only by restoring social dimension and horizontal integration. By this reason it is necessary to reconstruct the identity and the dimension based on the axes solidarity/emotion, which will be able to yield organizational progresses. Many peoples lead a courageous struggle to recover their own cultural identities and their organization, although the US Department of State dares to define them as "exotic" people (Chiapas, Mexico) or just "criminal" movements (landless farmers, Brazil).
2.4 However, the struggle can not be copied, it must be invented in terms of each specific situation.
2.5 Chiapas is an invention, the movement of landless farmers is an invention, the people of Seattle is an invention, Prague is an invention, Porto Alegre is an invention. It will be necessary to make inventions all over the world. A proposal of educational interculturality is an invention. Thousands of inventions are possible.
2.6 Which tools do we have to carry out this change? Identity, organization, determination, knowledge, persistence, and patience. Throughout this process, schools and universities are meant to play a fundamental role: reinforce equitable bonds between students, intellectuals and base organizations by accomplishing as many fieldworks as possible. Teachers and universities could launch curricular practices of solidarity to help the economic victims of this system, and these practices could even continue during the whole year as an extracurricular activity. In other words, it is essential to counteract fragmentation by different means: taking possession of the spaces abandoned by the state; analyzing critically our own social reality; and playing some role to construct counter-hegemony.
2.7 This leads us all to the need of rebuilding utopia, but neither a delirious nor a dogmatic one. This utopianism must somehow look like poetry. It has to be a subversive imaginary. We must regain a subversive imaginary: be capable of dreaming and rethinking our reality. 
2.8 Democratic values have been devastated by the totalitarian neoliberal culture. To rely again on those values and rearrange the previous order, it will be necessary to design a common scale of values that serves as base for an equitable society. As Enrique Leff says, civic consciousness must come up from the faults of this closed and complete universe to produce new senses, so that the new civilizing values and utopianism include subjectivity and social actions, so that they think up something unknown and alternative, so that they build a political culture based on the difference, and conceive diversity as a potential. These first steps must become an unambiguous guidance for teaching practices, and the consensus must show enough flexibility. Otherwise, it would be absolutely impossible to comprehend and make concrete the various forms of struggle expressed by a society that – from the point of view of its structure – is multicultural itself. This would be useful 1) to shed light upon the ideological manipulation accomplished above all through the mass media; 2) to make progresses regarding collective consciousness; 3) to invent a great number of effective and innovative instruments. 
2.9 In this way, we individuals will be able to design a life project which includes us as protagonists and ensures hopeful prospects. The task consists in reformulating the foundational values of the ego as an essentially social and altruistic being – but not as individual, because the prevailing values are already busy with that. This re-foundation represents the starting point towards a new social identity among the peoples of the world.
2.10 Another problem to be considered lies in the relation between communication and education. Neoliberal society, based on market values, replaces social construction of utopia within a game of virtual realities. By putting down the struggles for freedom and reinforcing the existent powers, globalization appears to be the de-signification of the world. Thought as theoretical and practical reason becomes senseless. Under current conditions, communication reflects the symbolic violence of power, which reproduces the hyperreality of this globalized world as if it were a "spoken silence". This strategy sweeps away any attempt of imagining new possibilities against the obscurantism of hegemonic power and market laws.
2.11 In the context of neoliberal societies, the mass media is meant to erase the limits of social conflict. It generates messages and comes up before society as mere educational-cultural institution – of course, neutral and apolitical, capable of fulfilling the task under any conditions, no matter which social class rules – thus establishing the legitimacy of the power. That is its disguise and its fallacy.
2.13 We must learn to exist even in the silence, because the time of mass media is far from being a time of emancipatory politics. Hence there is a need to develop a symbolic offensive, dismounting little by little the hegemonic speech through alternative communication media. As Alain Badiou warns, since politics of emancipation does not have any access to official places, it should choose its own political spaces to change reality.
2.14 Moreover, it is important to point out that beyond any doubt the dominant culture becomes empty of art and, above all, of language in its most lax sense: the word. As time goes by, it means less and turns to be more suspicious. Now men and women lack the most important instrument of communication, through which they have shaped their humanity. Like never before, there is many a slip twixt the cup and the lip. There is a wide gap between words and facts. To a large extent, the ideologization of words is used to propagate false messages about facts that may be true. We undergo a devaluation and devastation of the language, since it has lost the capability of naming things.
2.15 Besides, it would be impossible to rethink a new society without referring to the close relationship between education and Human Rights. Thus, the construction of an educational project of emancipation must regard ethics, humbleness and altruism as its main axes. Needless to say that the current situation, debased by repressive neoliberal ethics, is by itself an insult to any ethical principle, a slap in the face of those who gave their life for dignity and respect.
2.16 Therefore, the hope of our societies must lean on male and female educators. What shall we do? Are we supposed to be carried away by utopianism? Yes, we must be carried away by this utopia, turning Human Rights into Human Duties. Ours are the Human Duties, ours is the moral principle of self-limitation to prevent the others' freedom from being affected.
2.17 Teaching Human Rights consists in conceiving every single man or woman of this planet as citizen of the world. It represents an action toward making a world worth living in, a world where hierarchical and dominant structures lose legitimacy, a world with invulnerable rights for everyone regardless of any reason of state, a world with resolute attitudes of persistence, revolt and hope. This kind of education leads to construct a culture of peace.
2.18 This is only part of the global struggle carried out by so many sectors that dare to conceive and construct another society as an alternative to neoliberalism. Hence, it is impossible to organize an effective social struggle if this is not anchored in the consciousness, conviction and passion of the protagonists, and also in the framework of an integral project capable of preserving the own identity. There is no other way to go beyond the stage of resistance. Otherwise, separate struggles will lead us to a well-known scene: all against all to take possession of what is available, but without understanding what is really available.
2.19 Teaching arts also helps to connect social struggle and consciousness. As a different way to accede to the knowledge of reality, arts constitute a perfect complement for sciences.
2.20 Through its different ways and appropriate languages, the artistic experience reveals a relational condition of reality. Arts allow humankind to apprehend interference fields, fields of reality that go far beyond simple objects. Assumed throughout a process of expression and communication, the own body becomes a place of creative interweaving for various realities.
2.21 Rather than facilitating materials for comprehension, sensitiveness gives a wider framework to human understanding in the process of artistic creation.
2.22 In addition, the artistic expression – through any of its various and specific creative forms – sets free, acts as a guidance, and weaves an extraordinarily vivacious scheme of appeals and responses, thus stirring human beings to get involved in the relation with their environment. It is an essential process for human understanding, that is to say, for the base of social tissue.
2.23 Taking all this into account, we should know that the relation of social powers opens interesting possibilities to be thoroughly analyzed. In this context, the educational experiences of social movements are very important. It is necessary to develop a critical examination in a systematic way, so that it encourages the denouncement of current injustice and the announcement of other worlds to be constructed. So, how can pedagogical practices contribute to creating counter-hegemony within an educational framework that is substantively democratic and equitable?
·	Allowing useful instruments to be incorporated, so as to increase the autonomy levels of the pedagogy-related subjects that are capable of supporting a project of emancipation both on individual and collective scale.
·	Allowing the circulation of democratizing practices and equitable concepts, thus questioning some principles imposed by the disciplinary model of public instruction.
·	Taking possession of new spaces to criticize the "naturalization" of knowledge as something essential for the permanence of the status quo.
2.27 A non-unidirectional analysis of culture warns us about the need of considering certain issues such as: environmental crisis, epistemological crisis, painful inequality between wealth and poverty, along with subsequent new problems like environmental refugees, uncontrollable migrations, unsuspected urban growth, devastating violence, armament race and drug-trafficking, anti-ethical and predatory technologies, power in service of dispossession, and communication technologies, among others. Due to these problems, we are obliged to rethink drastically the characteristics of the ongoing process.
2.28 All these problems are part of a process that aims at the "artificialization" of human societies and their surroundings, fostering at the same time a transition from bio-evolution to techno-evolution as the first agent of cultural change. In this way, technique has proven to be the main constructor of uncritical individual subjects in the global society. Subjects tend to do without natural needs by adapting themselves to an artificialized nature. In short: in the "global village", superfluous things have become as important as necessary things, or even more important.
2.29 From a different point of view, it is necessary to build a new educational system based on the Environmental Education for a Sustainable Development. Intercultural and interdisciplinary concepts must constitute the axes of this structure. As a result, there will be new institutional landscapes, new relationships between School and Society, provided that certain requirements are fulfilled: vigorous rooting in local background; revaluation of traditional and popular knowledge; social and democratizing reappropriation of technologies belonging to indigenous peoples.
To construct an Intercultural Educational System it will be essential:
2.30 the development of two parallel and interrelated processes: a process to recover and reinforce autonomous education of Native Peoples; and a process of intercultural schooling. If the first process does not take place, the second one will lack the necessary foundation to carry out its task.
It is fundamental to redefine the concept of interculturality, but always considering it as a relationship between different Cultures and different Peoples that build a joint project.
The concept of interculturality must be given a political sense. This has to do with two important decisions: participate in all possible articulations to produce a structural change, and turn a monocultural State into a State defined as multicultural.
States must acknowledge indigenous peoples as Peoples with control over territories and natural resources, in order to advance towards full self-determination. Only in this context, Native Peoples will be able to exercise their complementary rights: their own form of economic development, their own education, health, justice, etc.
This implies another epistemological statute, the statute of open epistemologies within the framework of Complexity. It can be a real contribution to both democratization of knowledge and respect for ideological plurality.
2.31 Strengthen social movements that are focused and work on subjects related to environment, culture, minorities, etc.
2.32 Consider Thought Reform as the axis of cultural and educational struggles. Emphasize learning processes for teachers and reformulate the curricula as regards teaching/instruction.
2.33 Support alternative communication media from educational centers and other social actors, like neighborhood movements and foundations. Regard information power in terms of ethical, human and environmental values.
2.34 Shape new socio-productive tissues on a local scale – networks of organic agriculture, non-monetary exchange – as part of a process towards culture of solidarity and education for a sustainable world.
2.35 In relation with Education Workers, we should work simultaneously, at least, on three different aspects: 
·	on our concrete practice in Schools and/or Universities, generating new experiences that contribute to developing an emancipatory education; 
·	on those insubordinate public spaces, where a new counter-hegemony arises striving for political, cultural and educational changes, for a different role of denouncement and announcement, for another society and another education as a way to integrate our best traditions, our history, our contributions, and our dreams; 
·	on the construction of a new social order from this stage of resistance; this is a pending political project, which must be constructed every day according to the dreams that enlightened other generations and still enlighten us. In short, it is the utopian society of justice and solidarity what stirs us to take chances and try something new.
2.36 Our history, the history of societies belonging to the peripheral world, was fortunately influenced by utopianism. Today this process continues in the Mexican Lacandon jungle, in the landless farmers, in thousands of rich experiences that come up as a result of popular inventiveness.
2.37 Let's remember that utopian thought was always meant to close the distance between what we are and what we want to be. This is another point that must be thoroughly analyzed within the framework of these reflections. 
2.38 We are convinced that the "globalizing" culture of inequality will be defeated by utopianism: in its own places, different from those of thing-like structures, and at its own pace, different from the rhythm imposed by market logic.
2.39 We have experienced that an everyday life without identities not only leads to a gradual suppression of freedom, justice, and impossibility of constructing interculturality, but it also sweeps away creativity and produces a hybrid and stratified culture. However, the analysis of this planetary catastrophe would be hollow if we were not aware that the metaphor of "globalization" means nothing less than – literally – the oppressive power of a unique and imperial political regime: the regime of the United States of America. 
2.40 We want a world where we can look at our daily experiences and recover our free-time to enjoy all pleasures of life. The pleasure of birds flying in the sky, the pleasure of flowers blooming at daybreak, the pleasure of recalling unknown places, the days of our childhood, the nights of travel. And all this can be useful to shape a joint emancipatory consciousness, in spite of alarm clocks, prohibition signs, police, barriers of fear ... and so many things alike.
2.41 By these reasons, we underscore the fundamental role of Public School as a substantively democratic institution: a school that educates for emancipation and liberation, a school capable of overcoming the breviaries of unique thought, a school that does not reject the possibility of revolutionary change.
2.42 In general, we regard ourselves as open-minded persons and underestimate the conservative ideas of our intellect. In spite of this, we do believe there is a growing consciousness regarding the need of a radical transformation in our society.
2.43 Today there are three ingredients that are absolutely necessary for the future: rebelliousness, patience, and persistence; and at the same time it is essential to have a Janus head to think, plan, and experience the moments devoted either to the resistance or the offensive.


3. Public Education as a field to develop
active citizenship and strengthen democracy
3.1 Democracy is closely and directly related to the effective exercise of citizenship. It is impossible to have real democracy without active civic participation. 
3.2 Given the interweaving of concrete spaces for freedom, the definition of common good, and the relation between individual and society, we could say that citizens determine the model of democracy, while the type of democracy determines the model of citizenship. 
3.3 Within democracies, individual freedom is built with the responsible engagement of individuals. These individuals are absolutely different from citizens who populate authoritarian systems and so-called formal democracies, where civic participation is basically limited to the suffrage.
3.4 Substantive democracy strikes a balance for freedom and rights, whether individual or social, since both governors and governed are obliged to respect the law. It necessarily includes power division, publicity to control governmental acts, responsibility of authorities, and effective defense of declarations, rights and guarantees.
3.5 Thus, a full democracy requires the active presence of citizens capable of: exercising their individual and social rights; developing a critical and constructive participation in society either in a direct way or through social organizations and institutions. It also requires that most citizens support democratic consensus, including dissent, diversity and antagonisms, because this link with plurality regarding ideas and interests is vital for democracy. 
3.6 Then the task consists in recomposing the sense of social and political role towards substantive democracy. That is to say, a democracy strengthened by citizens open to dialog and initiative, capable of debating, discussing, executing, and taking on responsibilities for their acts and omissions. That is to say, it is necessary to create habits for a critical rational thought; develop the ability of persuading and becoming persuaded; replace fanaticism by tolerance; revalue diversity and pluralism as source of creativity; and accept that there is not only one way of knowing, feeling, living, acting, or being citizen.
3.7 This is a huge social task, it can not be accomplished only by the school, but it is impossible to think out any solution without the engagement of education and school.
3.8 Given that democracy and citizenship have a strong influence on each other, school reproduces this correlation between the kind of democracy exercised in educational institutions and the teaching that is meant to shape citizens.
3.9 For such an educational process to be organized, it is fundamental a new educational paradigm, capable of overcoming the structure of unique thought. What we need is an educational project that, instead of establishing the legitimacy of injustice, regards it as nothing less than injustice; an educational project whose pedagogy favors ethics and equality, encouraging at the same time the diversity as a right; an educational project unwilling to do away with inequality by unifying languages, contents, knowledge, and symbols, because any attempt of homogenization accentuates exclusion and reinforces the inequality it was supposed to solve.
3.10 Today this educational process faces huge difficulties because of various reasons: the own organizational development of school; its ways of intervention; and, above all, the fact that the school is subject to a social, political and economic situation, which severely restricts its possibilities of change.
3.11 In spite of this, a great number of children and young people from the most different cultures and social strata should live together for a longer time in the classrooms, thus emphasizing the fundamental role of school and teachers in constructing a model of citizenship.
3.12 School constitutes the first step of non-family socialization and the first articulation between public and private spheres. If we become aware of its capabilities and possibilities, school could go far beyond the stage of a simple challenge, turning into a true option of change.
3.13 To accomplish this transformation, it is important to detect the biggest obstacles, so that we can elaborate strategies to do away with them. Our attention must be basically focused on the following subjects:
a) Society characterized by deep inequalities, with a growing gap between the different countries and even inside each country.
b) Existence of formal and contradictory democracy. Although this kind of democracy keeps away the threat of coups d'état and somehow or other grants an institutional continuity through elections, at the same time it tolerates high corruption levels, and preserves areas of power and privileges for a few social sectors that exercise their lobby power not only within public spheres, but also in the framework of social institutions and organizations. Oligarchies make use of all privileges to take over political parties and unions; bureaucracies put down collective will and run political structures according to their own interests; the historical permanence of local caudillos and clientelism damages, debases, manipulates, and conceals popular will and interests, while new technocracies promote rigid and totally impracticable schemes, that follow the logic of neoliberal orthodox principles regardless of the most elemental principles of social justice. 
c) Institutional weakness. This situation affects both States and social organizations, not only due to loss of representativeness, but also because institutions seem unable to define autonomous policies neither to reach common good nor to solve concrete problems. The loss of autonomy is highly related to a strong pressure and directives coming from international finance organizations and multilateral agreements like WTO or FTAA, which can even restrict the validity of certain principles and norms approved within the framework of the legislation in force. Instead of having the possibility to fulfill their genuine demands, societies are subject to a global regulation imposed by transnational companies. These agreements are often arranged under a strict confidentiality. They do not include any form of social participation or engagement, but must always undergo the judgment of major companies, in order not to affect business interests. 
Our communities become more helpless and vulnerable. On top of that, if democratic controls depend on institutions like Bretton Woods, WTO or IMF, which act secretly and against popular interests, if other organizations like ILO or UNESCO face such big obstacles to ensure minimum conditions for the support of human rights, then it is very difficult to help our societies maintain an effective engagement with democratic processes.
d) The institutional breakdown triggers off a widespread mistrust. Strongly influenced by individualism and the idea of "every man for himself", communities are exposed to a continuous disintegration which accentuates even more its fragility. 
e) In addition, we should underscore that communication mass media may have a negative influence, since multimedia groups belong to business enterprises that slant both information and analysis. Not only does reality become distorted, but there is also a clear prevalence of attitudes and values that have nothing to do with local cultures.
f) Formal democracies support the concept of equality before the law, pretending that mere statements included in law books can ensure real equality. From a legal point of view, every single person has the right to vote, there are rights for citizens, children, women and human rights, as if the only mention were enough to guarantee an effective enforcement. This situation comes to light more evidently in dependent countries, where the judiciary lacks its necessary independence and so contributes to the continuous violation of the State of law. Even the appeals before international organisms or courts get lost in a bureaucratic network and are unable to protect helpless citizens and communities. 
The above mentioned conditions constitute the everyday life of millions of families, whose children come to our school: they do not know their rights, or they do not know what to do for their rights to be fulfilled. Many times they are manipulated by interests that seem uncontrollable and unchangeable. They have big difficulties to ensure their own subsistence. Even though they perceive what is going on, it is difficult for them to articulate social, individual and institutional instruments and so change reality.
g) We should analyze the characteristics of what is formally defined as participatory strategies and even the referendum. Within this context of misery and exclusion, citizens are sometimes summoned to decide on subjects of general interest. Meanwhile they have neither access to an appropriate education, nor experience, nor opportunities for exchange and discussion. In other occasions, they suffer discrimination due to their sex, age, origin, ethnical group, religion, or economic situation. If we try to create new genuine spaces of participation, it is essential to take all this into account.
We need to know how difficult the participation is, especially for a citizen that is unemployed and can not fulfill his or her basic needs of housing, health and education. How is he or she supposed to get involved under such material poverty, where poverty goes far beyond material questions and is strongly related to the lack of information, engagement, experience, reflective and discursive resources? In this context it is extremely complicated to analyze the own reality and find out where the situation comes from: the causes fade away behind fragmentation, and people suffering exclusion seem unable to reconstruct a global and articulated thought, even in relation with their own village.
Then it is necessary to understand that poverty and exclusion are definitely incompatible with democracy, because the latter can not do without fundamental pillars – equal rights and chances, and a basic level of social justice. These conditions favor the appearance of a foreign culture, thus keeping citizens away from knowledge and tools that paradoxically would allow them to overcome the difficulties they are going through. 
Besides, there are certain elements of the own culture whose recycling ensures the continuity of the exclusion model. If educational systems allow the failure of poor people to be confirmed inside the school, this difficult situation can get even worse, since inaccessible knowledge ends up deepening the existent gap. 
h) In addition, this process takes place along with a constant evolution of science and technology, which beyond any doubt would be able to solve most essential deficits regarding housing, food, health, security, and education on a global scale. The fact that we are far from overcoming such problems has nothing to do with levels of technological development, but rather with something quite different – since today's researches are directed and exploited by business groups, the new knowledge is only used for their own profit, according to their own interests. For example, it would be useful to remember some macabre results of exclusivity in the use of medical patents: the exploitation and subjection of children and adults who work surrounded by the newest technology but under subhuman conditions; the extremely high levels of pollution around the planet due to inappropriate use of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers; or the terrible consequences of nuclear testing. All of them mean flagrant violations to the most elemental principles of democracy and humanization.
3.14 One of the most important challenges for public education lies in solving this evident contradiction: the idea of civic education towards productive work, social participation and solidarity, in short towards strengthening democratic systems; on the other hand, classrooms full of children and young people that not only suffer poverty and marginalization, but must also reach levels of competitiveness required by market economies. That is to say, how to educate for a world of solidarity in the middle of wild competitiveness; as part of a society that remains apathetic, abstentionist and incredulous; as part of a society in which education constitutes just a way to create human capital; as part of a world where human beings seem to be human beings as long as they represent capital, but afterwards they are ruled out as if they were an outdated tool or technology.
3.15 According to several international organizations, this contradiction can be solved by integrating both poles, i.e. citizenship and competitiveness.
3.16 Citizenship to foster equality before the law, equality as regards rights and duties, juridical equality for civic development in public life and, at the same time, for the access to skills and abilities that are required to obtain a job in a market characterized by scarcity, inequality and economic differences. These differences are neither debated nor called into question. They are supposed to come from dissimilar aptitudes, merits and initiatives, which give "legitimacy" to the relations of competitiveness within private spheres. As Mexican writer Carlos Fuentes says, this social Darwinism – the acceptance of exclusion as something natural – "carries along the germ of a social outbreak without precedent or the germ of a repressive process, also without precedent".
3.17 The dilemma involves parents and teachers, and goes far beyond pedagogical and curricular matters. By this reason, it is essential to define an appropriate educational model for such a difficult scene, taking into account that the success depends basically on a social project, a scale of values, an attitude and a political decision including pedagogical and curricular issues.
3.18 Because politics is deeply involved in the task of defining a model of democracy and citizenship, as a foundation on which we will build educational processes towards sustainable and inclusive development – social development that rules out neither persons nor popular cultures, that does not treat anyone disdainfully, that does not speak of "backward people" or "nonviable nationalism", just because they do not fit into national models of prevailing Anglo-American culture.
3.19 Which profile is required for citizens to live together peacefully?
3.20 Which level of consciousness do they need to respect the rights of the others, but also to defend their own rights and demand the fulfillment of basic rules of democracy? 
3.21 Which education degree do citizens need to understand that the source of poverty and exclusion is rooted in political and economic decisions, rather than in individual abilities or willingness as regards work?
3.22 Which curricular contents, methodologies and, above all, teaching attitudes are necessary to strengthen civil society and improve democracy? 
3.23 We are totally convinced that educational processes can favor the organization and fosterage of inclusive, democratic and sustainable development. It is possible to encourage the participation and propagation of other organizational forms, networks and social alliances, thus promoting solidarity and knowledge as a starting point towards social protection.
3.24 Public school is without doubt a privileged place for early socialization. Its organizational strategies, its social engagement and its voice imply a great advantage, an excellent starting point to build a new society and a democracy in which the outcasts of this system get relief.
3.25 From our point of view, public school represents a privileged place to foster and promote cultural changes, to build a new thought capable of constructing values for a new society with ethics and humanitarian principles as main axes.
3.26 Public schools and universities, as well as any other popular form of education, must be at the service of public welfare and popular causes, so as to reinforce democracy and citizenship by means of everyday practices in their own fields. Throughout educational process during childhood and youth, there is not any speech, text or theorization that leaves a deeper trace than that coming from the concrete practice of respect, tolerance and pluralism within the school. The lack of concrete practice reduces the possibility of correction, which is a must for democracy. It is necessary to use practice as a platform for comparisons, discussions, and also for the development of new potentials, especially because education as knowledge process must aim at the multidimension of human beings, considering physical, psychic, emotional, rational, and social aspects. When education dissociates theory and practice, reality becomes invisible and so the carnal human being – vivid substance of democracy – fades away. Therefore it is fundamental to live democratic school: 
3.27 Articulating individual and collective interests.
3.28 Fostering diversity and plurality.
3.29 Encouraging the existence of different ways to understand reality, recreate it and fit into it.
3.30 Generating places of participation for all subjects involved in the process, offering them real possibilities to take decisions and assume responsibilities.
3.31 Making conflicts visible. If we hide or conceal them, it will be absolutely impossible to arrive at the solution. We must prevent them from becoming a dilemma, institutionalizing at the same time certain necessary mechanisms to build consensus as a way to overcome obstacles. Another objective is to change the curriculum drastically by encouraging the dialog and educating to live together.
3.32 Fostering a pedagogy of ethics. Rather than giving morality lessons, the question is how this weakened community can be offered a model institution – that is to say, an institution that exercises justice, encourages participation among citizens, protects the weak ones, respects suffering, and promotes solidarity.
3.33 Rejecting neutralism, making use of pedagogy, curricula and positive attitudes to start playing a decisive role in the fight against exclusion and injustice.
3.34 Going beyond stereotyped forms of democracy by offering effective alternatives and opportunities within a framework of equal chances for everybody.
3.35 Helping organize social demand by opening the school to the community and encouraging the creation of social alliances to solve the problems.
3.36 Encouraging creativity and collective work.
3.37 Understanding that school can be the voice of those who are not allowed to express their disadvantageous situation, or do not know how to do it.
3.38 Stigmatizing inequalities as unfair and fostering diversity as a right.
3.39 Demanding the State to do its duties, in order that the right to education, teaching and learning comes true. Rejecting any form of privatization or commercialization, whether open or concealed, in the educational process.
3.40 Accepting the challenge of educating for a citizenship with:
3.41 Technical knowledge related to work – not to employment.
3.42 Social knowledge as a base of interaction and intercultural dialog.
3.43 And political knowledge as a tool for the democratic exercise of power. 
3.44 Although there are other ways to implement changes towards democracy and active citizenship, the modification of pedagogical practices and teaching attitudes in public school constitute beyond any doubt an excellent option.
3.45 School should not be a simple distributor of scientific and technological knowledge, which could be available by all means, particularly through information and communication technologies. 
3.46 The objective is to shape school as a place for exchange, reflection, socialization and discussion, so as to get rid of loneliness, isolation and individualism. The objective is to encourage knowledge as collective construction, not just as individual effort.
3.47 The objective is to understand that, in the future, school will not be a place of transit anymore. As educational needs keep on growing, school turns into a place of permanence with a transcendent role of social cohesion, a huge potential to make changes and good chances to foster the participation of the people involved there, basically the students.
3.48 At the present time, our society perceives the future as something very uncertain. Two-thirds of the world population live below the poverty threshold. Four billion people lose hope and believe that their children and grandchildren will have a worse future than themselves. Even democracy arouses many doubts: its definitive triumph is not secured anywhere, its weaknesses and failures as regards protection of basic human rights prevent citizens from getting involved and make them bury in individualism and mistrust. In doing so, they reinforce their weakness and dilute the collective influence on social, political and economic life.
3.49 It is very clear that the fulfillment of all human needs and the possibility of a sustainable future in the Earth require a big effort. We must fight for the basic principles of democracy: social justice, tolerance, mutual respect, peace, and freedom in a context of harmony with one another.
3.50 To construct a diverse and complex unity, it is essential that we learn to think about the uncertain, the unexpected and the diverse in a different way, so that human relations get rid of the self-destructive lack of comprehension. That is why we speak of a new paradigm, far from the old "certainties" of modernity and from any rigid model with unidirectional look. It is the arrogance of reason what triggers off these concepts, without understanding that mistake, illusion, fragmentation, and so many inflexible schemes have severely affected human mind, even though the sick person could not notice it. 
3.51 Neoliberalism has divided the dominated class in fragments, thus breaking its unity. It has disconnected social struggles with one another, thus turning them into something easy to be neutralized. In order to do this, many times it has used the simple method of creating an artificial conflict of interests between different sectors – that is to say, the old trap that confronts the poor against the poor. It has made pure present out of the existence, doing away with the past and the future.
3.52 Beyond any doubt, the most important challenge of education consists in producing a change of thought. If we want the Earth to be full of humanism and solidarity, we must encourage the interaction between the culture of: in the first place, what was given, created, done, discovered, invented; on the other hand, creativity, imagination, complexity, globalization, interculturality, and affectivity. This can be much more helpful than any informatics system, technology and celerity of scientific thought. Today, humanity faces the huge challenge of making ethics compatible with politics, economy and science; the challenge of making technology compatible with social relations, with the relations established between individuals and society. If we fulfill these objectives, there will be democracy.


4. Education and Development

“ ... this assumed model of development must change radically. Poverty, misery, environmental depredation, and wastage of natural resources will continue as long as we do not get rid of this globalizing economic model, which accentuates an irrational way of producing and distributing wealth; as long as the final objective is the individual rather than the community; as long as the political, social, economic, and culturally hegemonic process promotes the will of a higher and faster wealth accumulation, capital concentration and centralization”. Rigoberta Menchú. 

4.1 A look at the development carries along both the historical search and the necessary look at the future. The fact that the future of human development is in danger is not due to simple causes: the reasons are rooted in uncountable phenomenon that show evidence of how difficult is for human beings to adapt themselves to the life cycles. On top of that, the own “crisis of modernity” affects thought and dominant Western rationality.

4.2 In spite of the current crisis, our points of view are still influenced by the force-ideas of modernity: progress; growth; expansion; dominance; exploitation; rationality based on rational knowledge as a way to transform and fit nature into human will; “will to power”. This unique and partial look, always slanted through rather selfish and cynical interests, is propagated within a global speech by the mass media, by big and insatiable international groups, by finance centers that lend and set long-term payments with high interest rates, thus getting the mortgage of the richest things among the poorest people: their histories, their culture, their ecosystems, their lives...

4.3 To describe the current model of hegemonic development, it would be more than enough with the well-known list of problems regarding the environmental crisis. At the present time nobody can be surprised, because the crisis forms part of our everyday life exactly as the notions of modernity that generate it. Therefore, these are the times of paradoxes, of change, of thinking and acting towards a fair and equitable development, capable of preserving the necessary balance between: social and cultural life on the one hand; and rhythms of the ecosystems and the biosphere, i.e. the environment everybody’s life depends upon, on the other.

4.4 The impact of development on the society and the environment in a wide sense is not a homogeneous phenomenon at all, since it affects people in different ways. Due to concentration of wealth and benefits in the dominant and developed North, and a state of poverty that simultaneously seems to be inherent to the underdeveloped and dependant countries of the South, it arises a big tension on the use of natural resources and the biosphere balance. But such tensions become sharper and speed up even more because the dynamics of capitalist expansion undergoes a stage of economic internalization, which tends to globalize the system of production and consumption. Within a liberal mainstream fostering free-market rules, the globalized economy seeks to increase productivity and competitiveness in order to improve the conditions for a mass consumption, though it is far from fulfilling real needs, doing away with inequalities, and favoring well-being in the whole society. Jiménez Herrero. “Desarrollo Sostenible: transición hacia la coevolución global”. Published by Pirámide. 2000.

4.5 It is necessary to stop squandering and generate mechanisms of equitable redistribution from North to South. Otherwise, we will not be able to strike a life-balance for “our common future”. Rather than adjusting human needs, the change of direction towards planetary sustainability must try, above all, to reduce the “nonsense” of privileged societies, so that dispossessed societies preserve their possibilities, their natural and cultural goods, and finally their legitimate right to find the own way of development.

4.6 The following questions are transcendent for our generation, for all of us as protagonists of the endless history of humankind: Is it possible to stop current self-destructive trends and so overcome the inertia of developmental processes and models which appear to be unsustainable? Is there enough time for capitalism to gradually fit into the needs of ecology and social justice? If we want life to continue, which radical changes are necessary in economic, social, cultural, and political fields? Will there be gradual or revolutionary changes? Shall we expect that highly industrialized countries, those ones that to a great extent have caused the current crisis, lead the change to improve conditions and life quality of all communities in a context of harmony with nature? What will be the impact on development, both on a global and local scale, provided that these prospects get autonomy and identity in less industrialized, “less developed” countries?

4.7 These questions make us wonder where we are going, how we want to get there, and even whether we will be able to reach the goal together throughout a deeply human process: the pursuit of well-being, of joy, of happiness, of life sense... These questions wound to the quick the “neutrality” of prices, of figures, of measures, they call in doubt hegemonic values and propose that we cultivate the necessary ethics to fit great transitions into sustainability. It is not a matter of inventing new values, but of giving a strategic and vital sense to the ones that have always existed: common goods that give cohesion to societies (value of the public); necessary respect; responsibility when we recognize ourselves in and with the Others; tolerance and potentiality of the distinct; prudence before all the things we do not know about; and ability to know the limitations of our biological and cultural existence – under a process of constant search and evolution.

4.8 Therefore, we must rethink education in its widest sense, as a learning process throughout individual and collective life: in the family, in the society, in the school, in a university that does not regard knowledge as a passive accumulation, but rather as an active construction of habitable worlds, human values and concepts, so that culture and the rest of life have a joined evolution. There is a close relation between this education and the way societies organize themselves, how they transmit and preserve their cultures, how they produce and change the environment.

4.9 Beyond any doubt, the educational phenomenon is one of the most evident social facts in the history of humankind. Among the most different peoples and the most dissimilar cultures of the earth, this social fact forms part of everyday life. Thus, it becomes one of the variables in human communities and has a clear connection with other facts like social relations, political facts, economic facts, and institutional activities.
4.10 Crisis of environment, of modernity, of growth in central countries – in short, of civilization: at this crossroads we face a challenge that may create a new humankind, reconstruct our own destiny and make a contribution to the destiny of future generations. This huge task must be based on the reconstitution of knowledge, with biological diversity, cultural heterogeneity, political pluralism, and participatory democracy as main tools. All these elements are necessary to fight for the social reappropriation of nature and production processes as well as for the reorientation of educational models, in order to promote models of human development based on sustainability and social justice.
4.11 If we want to think up a critical dialog that stirs human societies into a new sociability as a first step towards sustainability, then it is essential to connect education – social human right – and development – need for all peoples. This link education-development not only comprises a dialogic relation, but it also supports a new historical project for humankind: as diverse as ecosystems and ethnic groups world-wide, encouraging solidarity with current demands of justice, equity, participation, and direct democracy.
Education for development:
4.12 If we conceive the Education for Development in terms of justice, equity and sustainability, it should therefore reformulate social categories that are at stake by suggesting a critical analysis of production systems, in order to encourage a constructive reappropriation of knowledge and the necessary production of alternatives. This prospect aims at the access to production means and various goods with equity and justice, within a framework of environmental sustainability. 
4.13 At the present time we can observe that:
§	the humankind in its entirety and all the people participate in the whole economic activity as means, as decision-makers, and as final objects;
§	the whole economic activity takes place in the environment of biosphere and produces various effects on it;
§	the whole economic activity, whatever the importance for human life, does not comprise the entirety of human occupations: the ideas, the affectivity, the esthetics, the sacred... This is where most human beings find the true reasons and goals of their lives;
§	with its complexity, its material and symbolic production, human process is deeply immersed in the higher universe of live and inanimate matter which – as constituent part of the biosphere – contains and transcends human process.
4.14 According to these principles, we can say without doubt that: since economic activity becomes meaningful only in relation with some aspects of humankind, without comprising the whole scope, it forms an inner sphere inside the human sphere; for its part, the latter constitutes an inner sphere inside the ecosystemic macrosphere of biosphere. This “stratified” structure also includes the rationalities that rule the internal order of each sphere, in such a way that the rationality related to the economic order is located (as a constituent part) inside the (higher) stage of human rationalities; and these rationalities are also subsumed (as a constituent part) inside the (higher) stage of rationalities belonging to the biosphere in its entirety: humankind, with all its peculiar features, is just a component of the big system of biosphere. 
4.15 Given the hegemonic character of economic field within capitalist method of appropriation, we observe nonetheless that today the human sphere is subsumed in its inside, and the own sphere of nature depends on economic designs too. Thus, the coherent and highly complex order of the biosphere is subject de facto to one of the subsystems. René Passet, Principios de bioeconomía, Fundación Argentaria – Visor Distribuciones SA, Madrid, 1996, treats this general argumentative approach in detail. With regard to the coherent and complex order of the biosphere and the dependence of the remaining orderings, a similar analysis is to be found in the so-called Gaia hypothesis by James Lovelock.
4.16 The above mentioned situation urges us to establish a first framework capable of ruling the whole human activity and any development, whatever it may be, in order to build environmental sustainability. Hence, the condition of sustainability goes before any analysis about ways of development, because life itself as possibility depends directly on this requirement. The necessary rationality belongs to the field of Ecology, as a discipline of synthesis that includes human process – unlike analytic disciplines of modernity, it does not break reality into fragments – and works out under the principle of complex thought. Ramón Margalef’s work, in particular the Teoría de los sistemas ecológicos, University of Barcelona, Barcelona, 1993, deals with topics related to the homeostasis of biosphere. Las tres ecologías by Félix Guattari (Pre-Textos, Valencia, 1996) makes a programmatic approach to what constitutes a synthesis in the above mentioned sense, including focalizations orientated towards the three aspects it refers to: Ecology of nature, social Ecology, and Ecology of mind. 
4.17 Within the above mentioned framework of environmental sustainability, the Education for Development should propose a critical approach to human system, in order to reestablish Ethics as founding principle of the only acceptable human rationality: one that considers the current state of real debt, whether financial, environmental, or cultural, between peoples and nations; that fosters the production of responsible knowledge towards society, its members, and also towards the own earth; that rethinks human wealth, with material and symbolic multicultural diversity instead of consumption goods as main axis; and that implements an economy of solidarity, with equitable distribution and social justice. This assumption constitutes the second condition. Since it is something so human, arisen from a historical process of production, it can be considered a political choice. Due to this situation, it is essential that Education focus its attention on the production of environmental knowledge for free political subjects, both critical and responsible, because as members-protagonists they are meant to compose a wide social base to develop a participatory democracy from the most different local realities, preserving cultural diversities and trying to reach a planetary scale. The knowledge hereby proposed, based on sustainability and the mentioned categories, is analyzed in detail and with further available bibliography by Enrique Leff in Saber ambiental: sustentabilidad, racionalidad, complejidad, poder (Siglo Veintiuno Editores – UNAM – PNUMA, Mexico, 1998) and Ecología y Capital (Siglo Veintiuno Editores, Mexico, 1986), and by Manfred Max-Neef Desarrollo a escala humana, Nordan-Comunidad. 
Within this double framework, the Education for Development should take into account following aspects, which include concrete proposals:
4.18 Production: An Education organized according to a thorough knowledge about conditions of natural productivity in local and global ecosystems, based on the study of energy circulation, cyclic orders and mechanisms of circulation, as well as specific functional orders, including various cultural orders as a starting point towards the Development of Productive Forces, with biological and technological transformations closely matched to the needs of local and global ecology. Only this knowledge would be capable of achieving a sustainable production of social satisfiers under the principle of diacronic solidarity with future generations. Thus, we propose an Education orientated towards the so-called ecodevelopment, that is to say a development matched to the sense of nature (matched to the sense of biosphere). It could be possible to give a new meaning to wares in the sense of techno-mass, a cultural extension of the concept of biomass produced by natural systems, and in the same way waste could be considered as techno-detritus. This leads to the incorporation of compatible cyclic and temporal orderings. So, the alternative fits into the concept of production, within the own framework which imposes/proposes a system homeostasis, or the ecoproduction as an alternative to the current production system ruled by capitalist laws.
4.19 Work: An education orientated to the promotion of individual and social development by means of a work culture on a human scale. The work culture should also promote a rapid development of local spaces, in order to seek a high level of autonomy and at the same time a strong integration in the context of global relations. This education renews the meaning of work by rethinking its objective, so that it becomes an ecosystemic function – functional to both the subject or worker and to the system itself, since these two elements are no longer antagonistic. This work, accomplished throughout a project of ecodevelopment, appears to be an alternative to capitalist scheme – from its point of view, work represents a mere production of surplus value, and therefore the interests of workers and capital turn to be necessarily antagonistic.
4.20 Technology: An Education orientated to the knowledge of existent technologies as well as to the pursuit of innovations capable of developing the necessary conditions of natural productivity in local and global ecosystems. Technologies must optimize energy circulation, cyclic orders and other mechanisms of circulation, considering also specific functional orders as a way of intervention towards the Development of Productive Forces, with biological and technological transformations closely matched to the needs of local and global ecology. In this way, it would be possible to develop appropriate technologies to reach a sustainable production of social satisfiers under the principle of diacronic solidarity with future generations.
4.21 Educational Programs: Learning programs for students, whatever their level and chronological age, play a decisive role in the development of a concrete proposal. They should basically contribute to: 
§	Strengthening social organizations and their possibilities as decision-makers.
§	Comprising the whole scope of different human groups, as a concrete way to show respect for diversity in curricular terms.
§	Making explicit the notion of Ecodevelopment, in order to reinforce the concept related to the type of interconnection between societies and their natural base of sustenance.
§	Emphasizing the explicit relation between education and development by integrating concepts such as satisfiers of human needs within a framework of environmental balance.
§	Respecting different cultures and their different ways of access to knowledge, so that they become a starting point for the implementation of educational processes and programs.
4.22 Educational system: Reorientation of educational systems towards organizational models closely matched to the above mentioned principles of ecodevelopment. It is essential that the formal system of public education go beyond a simple task of socialization: besides, it must play a fundamental role in the construction of knowledge, in a permanent, systematic, and ethical reflection that supports the relation between different social actors, between them and the natural base of sustenance, between them and the symbolic elements of societies which form part of the cultures all over the world.
4.23 University: Within the framework of this Education for Development, University must lead the way, not only producing appropriate knowledge for the development of new Productive Forces – just as it was explained in the previous paragraphs – but also fostering a change of thinking patterns in interhuman relations and towards the world. That is to say, University must face the challenge of changing all paradigms of knowledge: today they are under the control of capitalist ideologies, tomorrow they can turn into new paradigms based on the environmental knowledge of ecodevelopment.


5. Cultures of educational institutions
5.1. All educational institutions have their own cultural features, what makes them similar and at the same time different from one another due to the existent particularities. There are plenty of cultural aspects that interact and come to light in educational institutions. They are related to their historical processes as well as to certain facts coming from elsewhere, from the game rules of economic, social and political fields. We believe that the analysis and collective reflection on these aspects can become the starting point of concrete actions, in such a way that educational institutions contribute to carrying out social changes.
5.2. We believe there are uncountable constituent aspects of institutional cultures, and all of them compose a complex whole. In order to thoroughly understand the phenomenon, it is essential to see these aspects as structural interconnected components, so that the interrelation plays a decisive role. If they are dealt with separately, as unconnected fragments or just a partial sum of disconnected elements, it will be absolutely impossible to reach the goal. 
5.3. Taking this into account and considering the current context – a deep social, political and economic crisis that accentuates even more the own crisis of educational systems – we think it is necessary to define concrete proposals, not only to analyze the current situation but also to move forwards throughout a process of change into a united, plural and responsible world.
5.4. Knowledge, as well as its ways of production, distribution and access, are deeply influenced by technological rationality and the unidirectional analysis of neoliberalism. Technicians and specialists draw up homogenizing and theoretical resolutions to be applied under any context, regardless of the characteristics of each critical problem and without participation or contribution of the social subjects involved in the process. Under this situation, discipline is imposed by only one model of knowledge and only one methodology, which is also reinforced by publishing houses and textbooks. This modus operandi is based on the belief that there is a unique thought, capable of solving the system crisis and all contradictions, capable of conceiving the only truth the hegemonic system needs.
As stated in the following paragraphs, this knowledge-related aspect has a strong connection with the analysis and modification of other dimensions within institutional cultures.
5.5. The power relations, the watch and control which take place in educational institutions get different levels of concretization. Nevertheless, we are well aware that many institutions seem to exercise democracy, although as a matter of fact they encourage a participation that carries along the same mechanisms of domination and repression prevailing in the middle of this widespread social crisis. In educational institutions, decisions are taken within a vertical structure, while social subjects find many obstacles: an intricate normative scheme prevents them from getting really involved; and the authoritarian attitude of many managers is given legitimacy through a speech that treats them as those who promote modernization, thus fitting institutions into market demands.
5.6. It is necessary to implement public policies fostering an institutional model based on participation, thus doing away with vertical structures in order to take decisions more democratically. In addition, educational institutions must become a privileged place to build an institutional culture that encourages discussion and redefines public space.
5.7. We must analyze the process according to the subjects that form part of these institutions. The way they feel, think, act, and become related with one another must be regarded as both: a work teachers develop from their relation with the objects of institutional culture in terms of teaching, and a work pupils accomplish also due to institutional culture, but in terms of learning and studying. Therefore it is important to rethink the idea of work itself, so that it overcomes the crisis it is going through, so that it can be considered as the activity that constitutes the subject and allows it to integrate with dignity into the society. 
5.8. The current socioeconomic model has caused severe damages to educational institutions, taking away substantive processes such as research, production, relation with the community, exchange as regards values, and social and anthropological projects. Nowadays the teaching work appears to be just an employment relation – subject and limited to the fulfillment of the regulation in force.
5.9. Social imaginary. There is also a social imaginary in the culture of institutions. It comprehends the actors’ concepts regarding: school problems; ways of intervention which sometimes lack the scientific and objective support; and solution attempts which most of the times harm the exercise of democracy we fight for by putting the blame on someone else and making definitive judgments. However that social imaginary often stirs actors into resistance, given the inherent contradictions of any system and the improvised and whimsical changes educational institutions are supposed to undergo to adapt themselves quickly and so fulfill market demands. 
5.10. With regard to language and its characteristics, in the last years the spheres of power have been exercising an evident symbolic violence. This has brought as a consequence the expropriation of categories traditionally used with a critical sense and the exacerbation of new terms belonging to the business field to refer to purely educational issues. In this context, those who do not use the new technical language feel outside the system or underestimated, and even their knowledge is put in doubt since they refuse to fit into the dominant terminology. In order to thoroughly criticize the model of market education, it is necessary that the culture of educational institutions review the meaning of common good and human rights in a wide sense. 
5.11. When we think about educational institutions in a wide sense, we basically include Schools, but also teaching structures in Unions, social Movements, public Libraries, community radio stations, and all Organizations in which social education represents one of the major goals. Within this framework, we introduce hereby several proposals related to the culture of such institutions as a starting point toward emancipatory actions and social change – that is to say, an education capable of changing the current society, based on injustice and inequality.
5.12. We propose the organization of new institutional spheres, so that social subjects begin to express themselves in a different way, with participation, discussion and collective self-reflection as main axes. For this objective to be fulfilled, there must be a strong involvement of the State by means of cultural policies respecting the points of view of popular sectors.
5.13. We also believe that educational institutions must develop and strengthen spaces to produce knowledge with a higher participation of the protagonists, in order to discuss without concessions what this model shows as something “natural”. Besides, it is essential that individuals get the knowledge produced in the general scientific field with a critical spirit. After the generation of appropriate institutional conditions, it will be easier to develop a gradual process of social change, encouraging at the same time the appearance of plural, united and responsible institutions – that is to say, a reflective, self-reflective and investigative institutional culture, capable of producing other types of knowledge, far away from scientific and technical reductionism and closer to people, rights and human relations.
5.14. It is necessary to promote institutional models based on a more active role of teachers and other actors within educational communities. They have to turn from mere executors of technical resolutions in a homogenizing model into the real makers of change.
By this reason we must understand that the teaching work goes far beyond a simple transmission of culturally legitimated knowledge: rather than that, it aims at the construction of appropriate models to take decisions more democratically.
5.15. We also propose to move toward institutional models in which work in its widest sense –including activities related to culture objects, symbolism, ideas, etc. – becomes the central activity, preparing individuals to fit critically into society and then change it.
5.16. Finally, it is important to reinforce the defense of public education and the resistance against improvisation and market discipline, as well as the social role played by so many educational institutions. By helping these institutions promote more plural and participatory strategies, we will be able to do away with the prejudices that schematize and immobilize the fundamental dynamics of change.


